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VLOGGER RINGLIGHT SETUP & USAGE
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1)  Mount light to any light stand with a 5/8” spigot and tighten using the knurled knob on the side of the light stand adapter.

2)  Attach the AC power cord into the back right of the ringlight and then plug into any household socket.

3) To turn on, tap the On/Off button on the front of the panel. The ringlight should illuminate.

4) Press the brightness button (B+) to brighten or the dimming button (B -) to dim.

5) To color correct the light, tap the “Mode” button two times. To gradually warm the light, press and hold finger on the “Mode” button. The light will then begin 
to warm until reaching 2700K. Leave finger on the “Mode” button and the light will begin to cool down to daylight or 5700K. When any desired color 
temperature is achieved, remove finger from the “mode” button and the color correction adjustment will stop. Most rooms have multiple ambient light sources. 
There is often daylight coming in from a window, an incandescent lamp on and possibly even fluorescent strips on overhead. All of these light sources have 
different color temperatures but all usually fall between 3200K and 5500K. The color temperature adjustment can be used to match any available light in the 
room. Simply stop the color correction adjustment when the light produced from the ringlight appears to match the light in the room. The feature can also be 
used for other effects like warming a subject’s face.

6) For vlogging/selfies, slide the mirror into the shoemount in the inner center of the ringlight. Tighten the knurled knob to secure the mirror.

7) Mount up to two cell phones to record from multiple devices if desired. Thread the two included bendable arms into the 1/4”-20 threaded holes inside the 
shoe mounts on the right and left inside bottom of the ringlight. Thread the silver ball head onto the top of each bendable arm until secure.

8) The cell phone holders are adjustable and fit almost any size phone. Simply press the side of the cell phone against the top of the cell phone holder until 
the phone slips into place. The cell phone holder’s tension spring will hold the phone securely. Do not transport the ringlight with cell phones attached as the 
vibration could allow the phone to detach from the holder.
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Thank you for purchasing the Savage Vlogger Ringlight. 
Please read this instruction manual before use, and keep for later reference.
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